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UMO classified employes
seek new labor union
by Doug Ireland
Staff Writer
,A committee of UNIO classified
en1PlOYees has filed for decertification
from the Teamsters union because the
union does not represent the best in-
terests of unkersity employees, commit-
 
 tee ins.mbxls said Monday
The Committee of Concerned
Friends. which represents classified
employees.% it hin the (,Maine system, is
seeking support from these employees in
orderaci.terimhate a contract with the
Teamsters so 'another union can be
elected to represent them, committee.
member Lorenzo Seserance said.
Severance, an assistant chef at Stewart
Commons, initiated the search for sup-
port last May because he and several
other UMO classified employees felt
"people for the Teamsters are not work-
* for our best. benefits." Seserance.
said classified:eminoyees represented by
the union and - the committee include—
t rade, cafeteria arid maintenance workers
at all of the unkersities in the LAlaine -
system.
Challis Ramie!, committee member
and an -apprentice baker at-Wells Corn- -
moos, sais.: "there is widespread discon-
tent with the teamster,. "and that the
union has not backed LAlaine
employ.ees enough in the past.
"A lot of grievances went to arbitra-
tion and did not get solved." Randel
said. "Vie don't feel we were represented
enough by the Teamsters."
Severance and committee members.
Richard Oakes and Jods. DONJing agreed
with Randel. "A lot of the members
their grie,ances were mishandled,"
Severance said.
The four committee members said the
Teamsters refused to support universitY,
eniployees in the past when they asked
for the union's support in settling -
various types of grievances. including
those involving pay and management
relations.
"The Teamsters won't back us,"
Dowling said. "They don't want us to
start trouble." Dowling, a Wells Com-
mons' employee, and the other three
committee members.sairt they hope the
Maine State Employee•?tssociation will
represent employees' needs in the future.
Howner, MSEA must first win an
election in which all other unions, in-
cluding the Teamsters, are eligible to
participate.
The committee members said an elec-
tion can be held only after 295 decer-
tification cards issued to the signers of
a petition, are signed by employees and
sent to the Maine Labor Relations
Board.
Severance said there has been an "ex-
cellent" response to the decertification
 
LdrtiN which were- first issued ter-
-employees Thursday. He said the corn- •
mince hopes an election will be held in,
May, but that the committee still needs
the support of other union members.
He also said the two-year contract
with the Teamsters is expected to expire
on June 30.
Each of the four committee members
said 5.1SEA would pro, ide its members
with better representation on matters
concerning economic and job security,
griikances, contracts and employee
insurance.
But they also said the possible change
of unions has resulted in increased ten-
sion amongst employees who feel that
because the Teamsters is a nationally-
- recognized union, it is the best union.
"They' (people who change unions) are
not going to lose anything." Severance
said. "Dealing with N1SEA can only help
US... -
Chinnock concert cancelled
due to low ticket sales
by Douglas Watts
Staff Writer
The Bill Chinnock coacert,
scheduled for Monday night in the
Memorial Gym, was cancelled
because of lack of ticket sales, the
show's promoter said. Monday.
Tim Williams, of Tim Williams
Productions in Waterville, said the
show has been tentatively
rescheduled for late April.
Rory Strunk, concert chairper-
son of Student Entertainment and
Activities, said SEA was informed
about the cancellation Monday
morning. Strunk said Williams
originally wanted to have the con-
cert in Bangor, but decided on
UNIO because of its large student
 population.
SEA did not lose any money on
the cancelled concert because the
agreement with Williams was on-
ly for SEA to provide students to
work at the show. All other costs
were absorbed by Williams, Strunk
said.
Chinnock performed at Colby
College in Waterville Sunday nigh(
to an audience of less than 300
people. Kathy Harnett, Colby's
Social Life chairperson, said that
of that 300, only about 20 were
Colby students.
Harnett said the low attendance
at Colby was caused by high ticket
prices and having the concert on
a Sunday night. The ticket prices
at Colby were lowered from $8 the
day of the show to $6, but it didn't
help, she said. Harnett estimated
the show lost between $2,000 and
$3,000, all of which the promoter
absorbed. Colby's student enter-
tainment organization only provid-
ed workers for the show and cam-
pus advertising.
Mike FoPier, station manager at
WMEB, said the station was ask-
ed by SEA to give away tickets and
Bill Chinnock albums to help pro-
mote the concert. However,
because of a mix-up with Chin-
nock's manager and the show's
promoter, albums were never sent
to WMEB, Fortier said. "We
started to give away albums Sun-
day, and gave away four of them,
but we still haven't received them
from the promoter." Fortier said.
Fortier said SEA "wasn't in-
terested in other promotion" with
WNIEB. Because of this, the con-
cert received no publicity on
WNIEB until the day before it was
to be held. Strunk said one of the
biggest problems with the concert
was that it was to be on a Monday,
which is a "poor night" for a con-
cert. He said other campus events
held earlier in the weekend, such
as the Gilbert & Sullivan play
Saturday night and the Sea and Ski
Breakaway Bash Friday night, may.
have been too much competition
for the Chinnock concert.
The Sea and Ski Bash, held at
Lengyel Gym Friday night, was
also a victim of low student in-
terest. Strunk said only about 100
students attended the event, and
SEA lust about $1,500.
Decision expected soon on Oronoka liquor license
by Kelly Mullins
Staff Writer
The Maine State Liquor Commission
stated at public hearing at the Orono
Town Hall last Monday, Feb. 25 that they
will decide within 10 days whether or ROI
to reinstate a liquor license for he
Oronoka Restaurant,
Nathanial Rosenblatt, lawyer for
Orono. presented four areas of concern
for the denial of a liquor license: sewage,
fire safety, sanitation and the storage of
salvage vehicles.
Orman Twitchell, lawyer for John
Kobritz, owner of the Oronoka said the
Liquor Commission was not, the proper
board to hear such allocations. He ad-
vised Kobrite not to testify.
"We have no liquor violations against
us and none were brought up a( the — The owners of the Oronoka are still waiting for a decision on the renewal
meeting," said Kobritz of their liquor license. (Rood photo)
William Aldrich. Department of En-
vironmental Protection Vecialist, said
unlicensed pipes from the Oronoka
allow sewage to enter the Penobscot
River. He said waste from the pipes ex-
its about one hundred yards from the
river. He said the DEP has conducted
dye tests from the Oronoka.
"The sewage doesn't receive adequate
treatment and pollutes state waters."
he said.
Kobritz said, "In my opinion we have
one of the nicest septic systems in the
country."
He said the Oronoka has a 6,000
gallon holding tank where the solids set-
tle to the bottom and are cleaned out
periodically.
Documents dated March 29,1983, by
Seymour J. Ryckman, sanitary engineer
of the system states that the septic system
outlets into a stone bed 400 yards west
of the Penobscot.
There is presently a civil action suit
against the Oronoka
Kerwin Keller, Inspector for the
Department of Human Services, said the
Oronoka has been denied a restaurant
license and will not be issued one until
it complies with the DEP sewage
regulations.
Keller's inspection report dated
January I. listed serveral violations, one
being having a pig that was unlabled and
not stamped. Kobritz said the pig was for
private use and was slaughtered by C.A.
(we OROSOKA page 3)
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Area restaurant owners favor happy hour ban
by Sue Swift
Staff Writer
Four area bar owners and managers
agree that proposed legislation to ban
happy hours and related promotional ac-
• [nines, such as ladies' nights, king-sized
drinks and "chugsa-lugging." won't
c'au'se a significant decrease in business
profits, and they would just as soon see
happy hour's banned.
Stan Bagley, owner of Barstaris
restaurant in Orono, said although he
has no strong .consiction about happy
- Bouts, "they are a matter of competi-
tion, and.if-evervone stopped liming
-them, then resiaurateurs wouldn't be
forced to offer such enticements.
Bagley said he would prefer not has -
ing happy hours because it damage 0i:-
curt—atter an mai, isTual dimks at an
establishment. that restaurateur is liable
and_could be sued.
J.P. Parcak.__ - ow tier of Benjamin's
restaurant in Bangor, said. "Peoplerhat
are going to drink Skill do it regardless
of reduced rricc, or i2iIrlilicks."
BLOOM COUNTY
_
I
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Doonesbury.
Parcak said he would look forward to
legislation banning happy hours because
it would benefit people with drinking
problems. He said his business wouldn't
suffer from a profit loss because it
wouldn't be forced to lower prices in
happy hour competition.
Parcak said he felt legislation should
be "less 'namby-pamby' when it comes
to abusive drinking; people should be
forced to think before they get behind
the wheel' of a 5.000-pound vehicle if
they're drunk."
Bagley' said. "Happy hours are a
business enticement, but some people
drink a little hit too much or as fast as
they can to get good prices. and then
tilde's trouble.
"Possibly some people may not come
out to the bar, if happy hours are bann-
ed. he-said, "but we wouldn't  be hurt 
profil-w ise because there would tie' no
reduction in price,. There is quite a loss
in profit margin. _diming a happy
hour."
The drink-promotion ban, which is
imilar to that recently enacted in
Massachusetts. mould prohibit happy
STILLWATER RIVERPLEX
APARTMENTS
Now leasing for 1985-86
Call for Details or Appointment to
see Model Apartment
John Dudley 827-7511 Evenings
945-5681 Days
An ALCO Project
hours and enticements such as ladies'
nights /during which Women recehe
cheaper drinks than do men).- men's
nights, three-for-one or 'two-for-one
specials, jumbo-sized specials at regular
prices and promotions for unlimited
drinking within a time limit.
The bill is sponsored by Sen. Larry
Brown, D-Lubec, who presented it to the
Legal Affairs Committee last week. Co-
sponsoring the bill are Sen. Walter
Hichens, FUEliot; Rep. John Michael. D-
Auburn; and Rep. Edwin Randall. R-
East Machias.
-The people in the Legislature are
more worried about the patrons who
drink too much in hippy holm, and Then
dine," said John Thompson, manager
of Yianni's restaurant in Orono.
_ _
He said the ban on happy hours
wouldn't harm tisini_l_wcituse  pets-
plc are still going to drink and pay thy
evra for their alcohol.-
Bagley said the original reason for
happy hour- was "to get people into the
restaurant to start drinking, hase sonic
food, and once they're. here then they'll
spend more MOIV4.,7_ •
by Berke Breathed
"It's a little out of hand ,now, when
restaurateurs have to offer. two-for-one
. or three-for-one drink specials to remain
i'ompetitne. and some people put on
huge spreads of food," he said. "A lot,
of patrons are used to all these specials
now. Kathy Lunn, manager Of
NICCarthy's on the Half Shell in Bangor,
said, "People that drink during happy
hours normally don't pound them down,
but those that drink to an impaired Con-
dition would do so regardless of any
special."
Although some restaurateurs hase orw
jected to the legislation-because they
don't hie to he told what they can charge
for a drink, Parcak said. "Government
to tell you how to run
your busini.s.s, and this bill may be good
because maybe rico* wilt learn they
can't drink and driye.
Daniel N. Brooks, 0.D.
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`Women's Voices' begins Women's History Week
by Jane Bailey
Staff Writer
"Women's Voices," an evening of
readings and music of women by women
was held in the Damn Yankee of the
Memorial Union at UMO Mondas-
night .
The program, sponsored by the
-Women's Center and the Women in the
Curriculum program, began a week of
activities promoting Women's History
Week at UMO.
Joan Wellhauser, the evening's
"hersiorian" and resident director of
Estabrooke Hall, opened the program
with a song and described the informal
format of the evening.
• Oronokia
"We are welcoming women's voices,
past and present," Wellhauser said.
Wellhauser said the program would
consist of readings and folklore. Follow-
ing her presentation she sang "I'm So
Glad to be a Woman," and the au-
dience of about 60 people joined in.
Over a dozen speakers followed with
poems, essays, and short pieces express-
ing-their thoughts on femininity, se.xuali-
ty, the women's movement, and various
aspects of women's growth.
Tamala Glenn read original poetry,
Ronda Babcock read "Childhood
Days." a poem by Audrey Fish. who
was in the audience, and Sherrie Saint
John read poetry by various authors.
Janet Gilbert played her composition
of "Tracings" with a poem by Dee Fon-
v ille. Gilbert is an assistant professor of
music at UMO.
Other activities scheduled for
Women's History Week include several
programs which are free and open to the
A brown bag luncheon will be held in
the North and South Bangor lounges on
Tuesday, March Sat 12:15 p.m. Stephanie
Wood will speak at the luncheon on "Ar-
my Wives and Native-American Women:
Interaction on the Frontier."
On Wednesday, March 6 at 3:15 p.m.,
Elizabeth Aube and Janet TeBrake will
speak in the Wells Commons lounge.
Their topic will be "With Red and Pur-
ple Penicoats: Women Taking the In-
itiative."
On Thursday, March 7, at noon and
7 p.m., "Rosie the Riveter" will be
shown. a film which concentrates on
women workers during World War II.
The noon showing will be in the North
and South Bangor lounges while the 7
pm showing Will be in 100 Neville Hall.
All of the programs are cosponsored
by the Women's Center,, the history
department and the office of dean of
student services.
 IC ntinued from page 1
Sawyer and Son of .Exeter. According to
Kobritz, Sawyer is an aUthorized iii-
spected butcher.
Kobritz said the pigs are _sold for
private freezer orders. He said pork to
be sold in the restaurant is taken to a
federal plant.
Phillip Chase, of Bangor Beef Inc..
said all meat to be sold in the state of
Maine has to be federally inspected and
tabled with a fedetal inspection stamp
meeting federal standards.-
Other v iolal iOns include potatoes on
the floor, beef uncovered in the walk-in
'refrigerator, and hairnets not used.
kobril/ said the potatoes, which were
in a crate have been placed on a
duckboard and the other violations have
been corrected.
About 90 percent of the violations had
been con:cted from a pre, ious inspec-
tion. Keller said.
The inspection report showed that the
temperature of food storage, mechanical
and manual dishwashing complied with
regulations.
(-pt. John Robichaud. Orono fire
preventifficer,kest tried on four ma-
jor and nine minor fire code violations.
An inspection discovered there is no ap-
proved fire alarm system and only one
hatters operated smoke detector skits
found. People living on the second floor
above the restaurant have an access to
only one exit.
Kobritz said there are two smoke
detectors located on the second floor.
He also said there was no liquor
allowed upstairs.
"We are bringing someone in within
the Iry couple of weeks to help us find
out why they are not satisfied with the
present fire precautions. Kohn'? said.
Kenneth Vane, solid fuel coniplience
officer, said the Oronoka had in use an
• unapproved kro0a•IOVC boiler which had
neser been tested.
kohritt said the :Tose has been therZ
for the last four years. He said they are
requesting that the solid fuel board in-
spect the stove. "We feel it should be ap-
proved," Kobritz said. "We designed
the woodstove ourselves and it was not
for resale. "
"The Town has done everything in it's
power to work against Us:: Kobritz
said. X
James V. Gibbons, chairman of the
Liquor Commission, said "If the
Oronoka doesn't get a restaurant license
then it doesn't get a liquor license.
If the fire marshall closes the Oronoka
and it doesn't open up then it won't get
LI liquor license.
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The 1985 Senior Challenge is now underway. The following
seniors have made a five year pledge to support UMO.
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You can join the Senior Challenge '85 team by
signing this pledge card and returning it to:
Senior Challenge
Crossland Alumni Center
Campus
for more Information call 581-1132
"NW w 111.111.
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Legislature may propose nuclear referendum
AUGUSTA tAP1 - The Legislature
may be asked to propose a nuclear
waste-disposal referendum question to
compete with one already set to appear
on next November's ballot.
A state commission working on a plan
to dispose of Maine's low-lesel radioac-
tive wastes Monday appointed a sub-
committee to come up. with the com-
peting proposal. -
If the Legislature decides to send the
referendum to voters, it would appear on
the November ballot next to a citizen- The commission's chairwoman,-Sen,
initiated question backed by the Maine Judy Kan, 0-Waterville. has said the-
Nuclear Referendum Cooasanss. -Legislature should approseihe MNRC-
The anti-nuclear group's proposal will backed-nit,. whist, would avoid the need
ask if soters want to gise themselses for an initial referendum asking soters
if thes want the final say on any future
-disposal plans.
Kany ,said waging a campaign to
defeat the referendum question would be
"a waste of energy and effort." and
mould disco public discussion from the
real issue - the safe disposal of radioac-
iise wastes.
Fired AIDS victim says.- he
final sem power swer any state plan to
store nuclear wastes. Passage would set
the stage for follow-up referendums on
specific plans to dump low-level wastes
in Maine or disposal pacts with other
slates.
Maine Ens ironmenial Protection
Commissioner Henrs SNarren, who is
PORTI-A D IAP) - it 'tctini of .1c-
goired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS), w his -worked a! Maine Nledical
Center before being put insoltintarils on
-sick lease last January, is claimine
should still be allowed to work. •
epnen-Terifiel,-.11. said the hospital
told Naito gap reporting to his-job as
a social. .oda:fin the nephrologs depart-
ment in order. to appease fellow
employees who objectedto his presence.
NINIC President Edward Andross
said, howeser, that the decision was
made because Jenteel posed a potential
threat to patients and staff members at
the hospital. .
-We've learned a lot about AIDS, but
, we still haw a long way to go." said
Andrews. "Believe me, it was not a deci-
sion that was made hastily."
A homosexual, Jenteel became the
first Maine resident to be diagnosed w ith
heading the subcommittee, said the com-
peting question is likely to ask soters if
they want the right to approse of where
a lowlesel radioactive waste dump is
located.
Warren said the Legislature's proposal
would not ask voters to decide on waste-
disposal compacts with other states. II
the Tow. Lesel Radioactise Waste Siting
Commission goes along with the ques-
tion, he said, a bill would be drafted and
sent to the Legislature-for its approsal.
%IDS. IN: diagnosis was made in
December, but his-identity was not made
public unol last week. when !retold the
Portland-based gay. new wallet "Out
Parser"i hat the hospital uas t Teat ing hint
Since -being placed on sick lease.
JenteeL ha, returned
where he had Ined before momag to-
Portland early last sear. In .a telephone
inters iew from Syracuse, he told the
Porrlamt Fretting Express Thai. he was
diagnosed as has ing ,both AIDS and
Karposi's sarcoma. -
AIDS. attacks the body's immunity
system. leaving it vulnerable to an array
of diseases, and homosexual men are the
highest risk group. Karposi's sarcoma is
a rare form of cancer that strikes many,
AIDS sictims.
Jenteel said he had informed his im-
mediate superiors at NIN1C about his
Warren -said he and Go, Joseph Bren-
nan agree that legislatise appros al of the
NINRC's question would be "bad
polies" and would "send a wrong
message to our negotiating partner,"
Maine has asked Massachusetts and
New York if they are interested in a pact
to acirept Maine's low-TiSel nuclear
wastes, but there has been no response.
Maine is also considering negotiating
pacts with other states.
The NI N RC says Maine soters should
haw the right to decide on radioactise
waste policy, whether it insolves just
Maine or pacts with other states.
'liitLbecaiise it's not inffu-r-traiLky-ard_ _
dbesn't mean it's not important to
- its," said SINRC board member Alma.
Morrison. "It has to be safe disposal no
matter where -and we want a say in
where it is."
Loss-les el waste ineludes tools, filters,
and other equipment 'contaminated by
radiation. I: does not include spent fuel.
The Maine Yrinkee atomic plant in
Wiscasset. hich produces most sit
IN to
wasICS.
As of an. I. 1986, commercial
facilities n South Carolina and
Vt ashins.1 n can stop accepting low-level
wastes from other states. although Con-
gress is considering a bill that would in
effect extend the deadline.
But the states would pay much-higher
disposal tees and their solumes would be
reduced.
In a inemotouhe waste-siting com-
mission Maine vsn -o,ciffsciAs-rsaidthei
‘ 
..,-.
---oppose approval-on-be-referendum by
the Legislature or voters. '
The memo says the current rem ie., pro-
cess is adequate, and that passage could
force the earls. closing of Maine Yankee
if it ran out of Space-to gore its low-lesel
wastes.
TheMNRC has failed in Iwo referen-
dums it supported that called for a dos-
ing of Nlaine lankee.
state's low-lesel waste, is planning to
build an abuse-ground, concrete facili-
rils store its low-level
should bei allowed work
diagnosis and uor ked at the hospital-1,u -
!note than-a month alien t-Ital—fle--swid.
he was placed or, sick lease a 11.-It_ •es
deparment staft members who had
heard-rumots o! his condition ind ss Alt
on: of .leiucers superiors.. -
"That was-on a 
saàL"On.Llte,JUAL  
 (Jan 21a. I
uas told that I was being reliesed of in:,
sesponsibilit les. "
Andrews said the action was taken on-
ly -aft( i ils hospital- tad weigiod.
.Jenteefs rights against those of
MAW .community.
"There is no set- policy. the
hospital president said..,"When any
employee has any of the -infectious
diseases that might pose even a remote-
ly potential risk to the patients, we has.:
to look at the individual case and make
a determination." 
_ -
fettled's charge that he should he
WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.
If you have at least two
years of college left, you
can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and
earn approximately $600.
Andit you quality, you
can enter the ROTC 2-Year
Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a
year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation
day. That's when you
receive an officer's
commission. _
So get your body in
shape (not to mention
your bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science. 581-1125.
ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
attooed to sso, k was supported by Iii•
'physician. Di. 1)xsen Picku, who said
the a rent re:minuend:n:011 tim ^ the
LlIter or Disease t, onlrol is that AIDS
rat I ::111.Y1 smith the same-Oro:au-
ions as people with Elle disease Si:r 1.1111
tteh'ntitis1g" .
"That means caution in handling their
blood products, body secretions and
hods fluids and that it is prelarable not
to h.s.sr--os.,11,1•14.7 VP 22'1. sexual-
contact - with these people." Pickus,
who treated Jellied at Osteopathic
Hospital or Ilaine. said.
. - -
AnVrews said Jenteel continues to'
reedve full salary and benefits, including
medical insurance. from NINIC.
"He will continue to be on sick lease
until he is able to work again or is cured
'Sr others' " Andrews said.
turn to the left
wntich.-471.%,
your ,l'ternatrve-masic source
I BREAK FOR
GOD!
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Federal aid cap could hurl 630,000 students
(CPS) -- Public administration stu-
dent Vicky Heard said she wouldn't be
at private Atlanta University without the
$5,825 in federal aid she's received each
of the last two years.
Because of President Ronald Reagan's
new proposal to limit students' yearly aid
awards to $4,000, Heard — along with
an estimated 630,000 other students who
receive more than $4,000 a year in federal
aid — may be in serious financial trou-
ble next year.
The proposed $4,000 per year cap is
but one of the key components Reagan
unveiled in his education budget pro-
posal eastier this month.
He also wants to limit Pell grants, Na-
tional Direct Student Loans and Work-
Study funds to students from families
with annual incomes of less than
S25,000, and limit Guaranteed Student
Loans to students from families making
less than $32,500.
Some believe the proposals could af-
fect over 2 million students.
For the most part, higher education
officials are confident Congress — as it
has for the last four years — will reject
most of Reagan's proposed cuts. .7
The newly-proposed $4,000 cap on
federal aid, however, could gain support,
aid experts said.
"That's the one we're most vulnerable
on because the argument for it sounds
attract iVe - On the surface." said
Charles Saunders of the American
Council on Education (ACE).
"They think they're just hitting peo-
ple- going_4e,. high-cost, private
schools. 4:he-said.
The cuts would hurt students at
private colleges more than at public
schools, said Julianne Still Thrift,
research director for the National
Association of Independent Colleges
and Universties.
Three of every 10 students at private
schools would have their aid cut com-
pared to about one out of every four at
public schools, she said.
But a disproportionately high percen-
tage of private school students facing aid
cuts are in the lower-income brackets.
Of those in families with less than
$6,000 in annual income, 43 percent
would lose aid money. In the $18,000 to
$24,000 income bracket, 28 percent
would Ile affected.
"yvh* the administration seems to be
saying is{ that you can't go to a college
unless ‘,(u go to a public institution,"
Saunders said.
"And tly implication, they're saying
they don't Care if the students attending
private schOols are all wealthy," he
Moreover. Saunders said, heavy
reliance on federal aid is more often the
result of limited personal resources than
high tuition.
About half of the students receiving
more than $4,000 in federal aid come
from families with annual incomes of
less than $12,000. he said:
At Reed College in Portland, Ore., for
example, most of the 77 students receiv-
ing S4,000-plus in federal aid are in low
income brackets, said financial aid
Director Richard Dent.
47 states report increase
in student grant funding
(CPS) — State grant funding for col-
lege students increased in 47-states this
year, a .new survey shows, bringing a
"banner year" for state-supported grant
programs.
Much of the increase, moreover,
reflects student pressure on state govern-
ments to improve higher education fun-
ding, aid experts report.
"This -star is exceptional in the fact
that all Mit 4tree states increased their
grant awards to students," said Jerry
Davis, co-director of the National
Association of State Scholarship and
Grant Programs' (NASSGP) annual
survet'of state student aid funding.
TA-gear $1.4 billion in state grant
moneY.Fses awarded to over 1.5 million
students, the survey shows, a 17.4 per-
cent increase over last—year's level.
Most of that money — 84 percent —
will fund so-called need-based grant pro-
grams which award funds on the basis
of student financial needs.
Ovirall, the survey said, states will
_ fund 51.2 .billion in need-based grants up
- 15 percent from last year's $1.03 billion.
Since 1980, Davis said, state funding
of need-based grant programs has shot
up over 42 percent, increasing the
' number of grant recipients by 15.4
percent.
Such dramatic increases "certainly
help a lot of students and provide greatly
needed support" in the midst of declin-
ing federal grant money, said Dallas
Martin, executive director of the Na-
tional Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators (NASFAA).
The increase in state grant monies is
particularly important because it comes
at tide when federal grant programs
are at their weakest level ever, Martin
said. Only about a third of all federal aid
money goes to grant programs, while the
remainder finances loan programs.
Martin and other aid experts worry
the increased federal emphasis on loans
over grants is forcing many students to
incur educational debts they can't repay.
"The state grant increases in no way
make up for the losses we've had at the
federal livel, " Martin said, "but they
are encouraging."
Indeed, several years ago many states
cut bale or frozen all education funding
to cope with the recession and dwindl-
ing tax revenues.
But this year's increase in stare grant
funding has come about more from stu-
dent pressure on state governments than
from an improved economy, Davis said.
"I really think state governments this
year are responding to demands from
students who need more money because
of the higher cost of attending state in-
stitutions," he said.
"I think it does signify a recognition
of the state level Mit education is a high
priority, and that state legislatures have
responded positively to student
needs," said Martin.
"But two years (0(,state grant in-
creases) doesn't -make a trend," said
Davis.
"Even now," he said, "what we're
seeing is not a whole bunch of money
coming in from every state, but a lot of
money coming from a handful of states.
Eighty-eight percent of this year's grant
funds are coming from 16 states, while
the other 34 states had less substantial
increases"
TWo states — Hawaii and Wyoming —
held their grant funding level, the survey
shows. Washington was the only state to
decrease grant money, cutting its grant
budge i from $7.5 to $7.2 million.
"That's precisely why they are receiv-
ing so much aid," he said.
Reed's tuition is high — $8,290— but
Dent argues that federal aid should pro-
vide both access Whigher education and
choice.
"If a student is bright and capable, he
or she should have the right to go to
Harvard or the local community col-
lege," Dent said.
"To do otherwise is to perpetuate an
elitist society where only the rich have
a choice of where to attend college."
Hardest hit would be graduate
students, and students at predominantly-
black colleges, where the average fami-
ly income of students is below the pover-
ty line, aid officials said.
At Atlanta University, for example,
financial aid Director James Thompson
estimates 60 percent of the students at-
tending the private institution receive
more than $4,000 a year.in federal aid.
The average aid package is between
$6,000 and $7,000, he said.
Grad students are also high on the
casualty list.
Nationwide, about a third of the
students who would lose aid would be
graduate students, although they com-
prise only II percent of all college
students.
"I'm not going to cry crocodile tears
over students in professional schools
who are in higher income streams and
have easier access to loans," said Tom
Linney of the Council of Graduate
Schools.
"But this cut doesn't target them. It
covers the humanities graduate students
as well. They're the people:Wog to be
hit the hardest."
Reagan administration officials
acknowledge their proposed cuts con-
stitute "a major philosphical shift" that
would increase the financial burden on
students an parents.
But they sãost of the steep cuts
are targeted at students from upper-
income families.
"They have always had extra money at
home, and the parents have chosen to
buy a car or make another form of in-
vestment, as opposed to applying it to
their students' education," acting
Education Secretary Gary Jones said.
The administratien also wants to
boost the size of loans available from the
Parent Loans for Undergraduate
Students (PLUS) program.
PLUS loans, however, have far less
favorable interest rates than other federal
loan programs, critics said.
Higher education officials are confi-
dent_C011greSS will reject Reagan's in-
come limit proposals, and many schools
have not even bothered to compute the
effect on their students.
"We may be whistliing past the grave,
but we have been assured by all our
sources in D.C. that the income limita-
tions are so unlikely," said Stan Hud-
torn, assistant director for financial aid
at the Massachusetts Instutute of
Technology.
"But this cut doesn't target them. It
covers the humanities graduate students
as well. They're the people going to be
hit the hardest."
Reagan administration officials
acknowledge their proposed cuts con-
stitute "a major philosphical shift" that
would increase the financial burden on
students and parents.
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Editorial 
Preparing for peace
In theory, the defense budget of the UnitedStates will not continue to expand every year.The country will reach some saturation point,
based on need, when ir posesses enough
armaments to adequately protect itself from
whatever perceived threat may exist at the time. If
the United States never feels safe front its perceived
. enemies, there will come a time when physical or
technological limitation, make militarY espansion
useless in terms of national security. .
The onslaught of sure safety, while -calming the
tense 'brim of national security debate, will throw
the country's economy quickly down the tubes. An
incredible amount of U.S. industrial capacity is
currently dedicated to defense contracts, and that
-pin -of our:industry will no longer' be needed.
- States with boui—Wful natural resoun.-es. like .
California. will recover their economic health
slowly.
States like Maine, which is just beginning to
really cash in on the lucrative defense expansion
and is gearing up for defense contract dependence,
will be decimated. Maine doesn't have bountiful -
natural resources to fall back on once the "high-
tech" industry being fostered for the Pentagon is
obsolete. It's glaringly obvious. but no one working
the levers seems to be picking up on the future
reality of conversion to peacetime industry. .
When the saturation point is reached, not oen .
the most hardened core of pork-barrel legislators
from states dependent on defense contracts will be
able to justifs their favorite weapons package. •
Congress will understand their motivations and
scoff at their pleadings for even one more
unnecessary addition to the defense budget.
The directors of the Orono Research and
Development Park Corp. aren't counting on this
scenario coming true anywhere in the near future.
as they're hoping to bring a Department of
Defense agency to their park. The agency would
help future area industries bid on and build
products for the military. When the growth
potential of a defense contractor's market is sure to
be limited in the future, this development .
philosophy parallels the wisdom of tooling up a
new limousine factory during a gasoline shortage.
Maine's largest employer. Bath Iron Works..
should keep conversion to peacetime industry at
the fbisfiot., of -their long-range
the interest.of the company.  the workers and the
state. But Monday the Bangor Daily News quoted
BIW spokesman Jim McGregor saying a single
defense contract " ... is our long-range future,
plain and simple." That's job securits, plain and
simple.
I( no one in industrs picks up on the necessity.
of consersion to a peacetime economy, perhaps the
future employees now in school, should look after
the economic interests of their state and refuse to
participate in gearing up for the production of
weapons that will never be built.
st€A.t.
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Rick 1.2wes
Ethically lawful?
I have been there. 1. know. For more'
than three semesters. I endured the long
walk to 153 Barrows Hall every lltesday
night to report on what has been called
variously the General Student Senate, or
the General Student Circus, or other un-
printable monickers.
Let's face it: Student government, Or
at least the student administration and
the GSS. is a joke.
In the last meeting I covered, then-
president Steve Ritzi told the body he has
never, worked for an organization with
a'. little respect as student-government
has at UMO. Ritzi went on to say that
the reason behind the lack of respect WM
the senate's own doing. Of course, there
were senators (dare I call them that?)
*No treated—RifirS-siments AS-the
ramblings of a madman, though they in
essence were the objects of Ritzi's
remarks.
Once again. the GSS has done it. Not
only is UMO's student government
above needing to report to their consti-
tuents, they apparently are also above
obeying the laws of the state of Maine.
In their meeting of Feb. 27. the GSS
, agreed to comply with chapter 13 of the
Maine Revised Statutes.-Title I. Sections
401-410. known more common's a, the
"right-to-know law." 4
The first section of the law, dealing
with the declaration of public policy,
reads, "public proceedings exist to aid in
the conduct of the people's business. It
is the intent of the Legislature that their
actions be taken openly and that the
records of their actions he open to public
inspection and their deliberations be
conducted openly.
Furthermore, the law in Sec. 402
defines public proceedings as transac-
tions of any function affecting the
citizens 01 the state by '2C. Any board.
commission, agency, authority of any
county, municipality, school district or
any other political or administrative sub-
dit ision. "
Now, by bringing the motion to the
floor of the senate, student government
is iri effect vayi..g they vsbuld not eomp-
Is with the law had it been defeated. Let's
esamine that. That means their
meetings, at least according to them,
wouldn't be public, and hence, their ac-
tions wouldn't esist to aid in the conduct
of the peoples business. Considering the
motions the senate has dealt with, a case
could be made that nothing they do ex-
ists to aid in the people's business.
Secondb, student gmernment ob-
siotisly wouldn't think they are an ad-
ministrative or political organization of
any type should .they have defeated the
measure, again, something the GSS has
been proying to the student body for
years.
Nevertheless, the senate saw fit to pass
the resolution, meaning they are going
to comply with, Maine state law. For an
organization trying to pass themselves
off as the governmental body for UM°
students, the mere questc?M'of whether-.
or not they should comply with Maine'
law is not only ridiculous, it's also
hypocritical.
The shutdown of student government
now, for a couple of years, would have
a total cleansing effect, which is what
some have called for. This way, there is
no question which obstacles need to be
eliminated; they all are. Granted, should
student government be abolished, there
will be no vehicle to express student's
views. gut 'consider, is there really one
now?
when v
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Response
when writing
1 he Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
comelsetstaries_ Letters should be 300 words Of less.,
COMMenteriet should be about 450 words. Anony-
mous letters or comments"tnn and open leurrs
are welcome. but names •011 be withheld from
publication only under special circurn.
stances. The Moine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length. taste and libel
Pledges still, needed
for Senior Challenge
it the editor:
ith les, than one week left
in I lye 1985 Senior Challenge
campaign, the senior class is
oser halfway to our goal of 500
pledges for the unisersity! The
program benefits every aspect
of the university — scholar-
ship., the arts. and special needs
of many departments to name
a feu. By gising 5125 cner a fist
year period, every senior can
"Step Up to the Challenge."
This will help the class of '85
raise the largest amount ever by
a single class!
Thank you to all who have
accepted "The challenge" and
returned their signed pledge
cards. If you haw not already
pledged. there', still time!
Pledge card, are asailable rom
any of us or at the Senior
Challenge Office, Crossland
Alumni Center (beside Sigma
19u).
Please return all cards as
soon as possible: we only have
until March 8 to reach our goal!
Let's pull together as a class and
show eseryone at the unisersity
that the class of '85 has stepped
up to the challenge — the 1985
senior challenge?
Rob Bowerman
Suzanne Lynch
Scott GrCatOrCis
Sharon Hay
Mark Condon
Beth Brockett
Louise Gosselin,
The 1985 Senior -niallenge
Steering Committee
Black mascot demand
made by alumnus
To the editor:
I just saw Bananas do a guest
appearance on the channel rise
news. I thank the Lord no
television set is black and white:
I think seeing a BLUE bear. ,
would make me
Make Bananas black.
Daniel M. Pease
Class of '82
Rockland
Support New Zealand's stand
To the editor:
Last month the government
of Ness' Zealand made it their
position that hey would not
permit. an American warship to
make a port call unless they had
assurance that it carried no
nuclear weapons. Since that
time. New Zealand has been
under heavy diplomatic
pressure from the United States
to' withdraw from their non.-
nuclear stance.
This sane decision by New
Zealand to free itself from any
insolvement with nuclear
weapons has prompted Maine
Sen. William S. Cohen to in-
troduce a resolution in Congress
calling for trade and economic
sanctions against New Zealand.
At this point, the Reagan ad-
ministration plans to retaliate
by ending preferential treatment
for imports of lamb, wool, and
other products exported into the
United States from New
Zealand.
Apparently, Sen. Cohen and
members of the Reagan ad-
ministration do not believe each
country has the sovereign right
to determine their own destiny.
The people of New Zealand do
no want to be caught in the
middle of a conflict between the
superpowers, making their
country a battleground.
Sales to the United States
total 5500 million of New
Zealand's exports, hence any ac.
lion intended to limit the im-
port of products would grasely
damage New Zealand's
economy. Thus, if you support
New Zealand's action and their
right to self-determination, I
urge you to buy products pro-
duced in New Zealand such as
lamb, wool, dairy products and
kiwi fruit.
Also, letters from lJ.S.
citizens. to New Zealand
newspapers would greatly help
their cause: Write to New
Zealand Herald, P.O. Box 32,
Aukland, Ness Zealand.
The United States is pressing
for a warship, likely to be
nuclear-armed, to visit New
Zealand this month. The out-
come of this conflict is up to us.
Marc Larrivee
Orono
Commentary
Marijuana prohibition
._, .
Misdefining a problem makes solsing itunlikely. Things get really complicatedand wasteful when authorities misrepre-
sent a problem. As detailed in "The Forbidden Fruit
and the Tree of knowledge: An Inquiry into the
Legal History of Ainerican..Marnuana Prohibi-
tion." Virginia Law RevieW (197), vol. 56, 86) this
misdefined problem resulted largely from the demise
of alcohol prohibition; which in turn spurred the
recently created anti-alcoh )1 bureaucracy to design
its continued existence. It was their hearsay and
eniotional pleas that convirced Congress that hemp
was highly addictive and caused stolen( crime,
pauperism, insanity and death. The secret federal
hemp prohibition act was thus passed, without
debate., in two days.
The politically calculated hysteria has t.ilasequent-
ly stifled any serious hemp debate and causes dozens
of scientific review commission reports, from all over
the world, to be ignored and suppressed The record
is so clear that even the conservative National
Review (April 29, 1983, p. 095) can be brutally frank:
'(the enormous, corrupt narcotics police
bureaucracy) has lied to us for fifty years about the
effects of marijuana and now fund (distorting pro-
paganda fanatics) for 'scientific' support ... The anti-
marijuana propaganda campaign is a cancerous
tissue of lies undermining law enforcement, ag-
grasating the drug problem, depriving the sick of
needed help, and suckering in well-intentioned con-
ser1atives and countless frightened parents."
The fanatic's distortions still hold sway over most
peoples' beliefs, despite the fact that no scientific
review commission has ever fount) evidence that
makes hemp remotely as inherently addictive and
potentially daniaging as nicotine, alcohol, or many.
other unprohibited substances.
Odr hemp prohibition travesty continues for three
major reasons — resistance from the misinformed.
the fear of the loss of prestige for the status quo,
and the loss of money- and power for many special
interests.
Ending prohibition would expose the myth-
makers and MCC a few years would cause 5100 billion
to shift around, cutting into the existing markets of
the petrochemical-oil-fiber-textile-drug-doctor-
paper-protein industries. Ignoring the dollar value
of hemp for drugs or medicine, the Department of
Agriculture says that other plant parts alone would
make it our most valuable crop, which could help
save our forests as hemp yields 4.5 times the paper
of softwood and it's of better quality.
Shamefully, we continue to mislead our children,
waste limited resources and tax dollars, and institu-
tionalize the violation of constitutional rights and
the arrest of a half million citizens yearly. Few know
Cullen Stuart
that hemp and humans go back 12,000 years and
that for millenniums it has been consumed as food
and medicine. Cannabis hemp was the favored
medicinal herb of the first recorded doctor, conse-
quently it became the staff entwined by the snake(s)
on the physician's symbol. Sacred religious texts pro-
claim seed-bearing plants holy, and one specifical-
ly forecasts "woe" for those (men-nations) that
"tread the holy (hemp) leaf underfoot."
Since prohibition, the anti-hemp special interests
base grown and so has grown the woe from the web
of lies extending into every fiber of our society bin-
ding us to the corrupt status quo. And using coer-
cion to maintain it. attifically arrests the process
which gives our social institutions their izalue We
can never solve our drug problems as mitelefiried by
the special interests and drug bureaucrats. And this
makes for a poor social prognosis: meaningful
problem-defining is unlikely because special interest-
maintained hemp myths make anti-prohibitionists
pariahs and make it suicidal for politicians to even
discuss. Since statements are so rare and because
money' and power speak the loudest — our social
stagnation, unnecessary division, unjust laws, and
the waste of limited resources will continue to plague
and misdirect the best long-term interests of our
society.
S The Daily Maine Campus. Tuesdax March 5, 1985
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Don Stratton. assistant chair of the department of music. (top) and Paul
(;reensione, Ph I) candidate. I bottom) will perform Friday. in Lord Hall at
8 p.m. Stratton is featured in trumpet and (rreensione lin tuba. (PI('S photo)
1:2 concert halted due to fight
-PHOENIX. Anz. (AP) — 1.12, the
fiery rock' band from Ireland that sings
of war and prnee in its top-selling album
The Unforgettable Fur, restored the
peace at its concert Fridas night.
Lead-singer Bono siopperl the group's _
concert in the fourth song to quell a
fight in front of the stage.
"We have neser had violence at a U2
concert and we w ill not allow it."
Bono told the crowd of 20.000. " •
n' roll can do what politicians can't do .
— bring people together."
With that. 12 launched into its latest
hit single, "Pride in the Name of
Which is. Bono said. "a song we
usually play only once a night. but we
will play it twice tonight."
I.Arkk pa:king, demanding. exhilarating.
experience-tit+. gitte.i-part  
excellent-oniour-rekdame...
JOB AVAILABLE
WMEB Radio Station Manager
R.hat you'll do:
Fr  %Foil I. 1985. in Nlat, I. 1984, thr stininirrl.on'll he the
.alarierl genertil manager of ill SIEI4 11111. Antlent.rene FIl nub°
Inentril 011 1111. I 110 ramp..., 114,rking api.. 1.1 t,tar. .01111
loot. riwponwiliilii. for .clec t i 0000 and .tiper.i.ion oil rxr.• fi tttt
rontrol. f !raking. and general! iiihnini,ratiini.
'hat you'll get for it:
\ tich. franklr. in the wa, if tttttt rerart1.1 4` 1541. $2411141 ono-
titer stipentli. Hut. '001 wind lip with a ...dill icor of 1/1.10-14.111 r•periritur
in all a•pert. nf radio .1111100 oPerntion—a ”..ir that .1 Id enable ,011
In-at the -,tott-vain't-get-a-joh-uith 00000 -esperienee-and-iniochtit-get-experience-
with  rill race. looll looe the undeniable .tatti. thin gr. along with
being tap dog. ii I lisinir 1/1 1,verience pontrr.,441 and to iirm 'our
leader.hip and in-gain/animal abilitiew slot hair fun.
What you need, to qualify for consideration:
some experience in radii. 11r0.1111'0.1illg 88r o  ittl•
experience in radio or 'radio ,i1111111011• 1 Alibi, oi relate well
to other people. Ion need nun be a Ilroadrit.iing major.
APPLICATIONS DUE: MARCH 28.1985.
Pick up appliention. in 1117 lord Hall. -to thole.. die job in more deiail.
telephone Jonathan Tonkel at 181-1282.
This position is open to undergraduates, graduate students, and non-student.s.
Equal opportunity rules app/b: of Course
Largest cola seller at UMO
may not be most popular
by Becky Pilkingion
Staff "Writer
The Coca-Cola company represents
the majority of vending machines on
campus because Pepsi did not enter a bid
for coin operated machines, the manager
of vending services at UNTO said.
Gregg Allen said, "Pepsi didn't even
enter a bid for coin operated
machines." They wanted a contract on
a partial servia basis meaning Pepsi
would supply the machines only.
Coca-Cola took the full-service con-
tract: it provides, cleans and sets ices its
machines. Coke is also responsible for
collecting the money,
While Coke may be in niajtuity it is
by no means the only cola available on
campus.
Allen said, Pepsi is available in dor-
mitory stores.- -- -
"There are six-post-mix machines in
Knox. Estabrooke, Chadbourne, Ken-
nebec, Cumberland and Balentine."
'Post-mix machines are generic, com-
peting brands of soda which are in the
swine, machine." Post-mix machines
,erve the drink in a paper cup. Pepsi is
available in these machines, but not in
the pre-mixed sending machines. Allen
said.
Because Coke underbid Pepsi by one
cent for Food-Seitice, Pepsi is not nerv-
ed in the dining commons he said.
Contracts for canned drinks are com-
ing up in two years. We. will solicit a bid
from Pepsi."
Allen said- Pepsi had sending
machines on campus about three years
ago. "There were very few prior locations
tof Pepsi machines) on campus. There
was one in the police department. and
one in The Bookstore."
Brian Lowell. cold drink manager for
Coca-Cola Bottling Plants, 'Inc: of
Bangoi7-sairrii6111scal surveys have beCii
conducted to disqwer which brand is
more popular because the area isn't large
enough for conducting a survey
He said, "Sales are about the same in
the Bangor/Orono area. What we sell
(Coke) and what they sell (Pepsi) are
dead even.
Allen said he does not know Whether
Students prefer Pepsi or Coke. No for-
mat surseys haVe.eVei been done. But
there have been no requests for Pepsi, he
said. Tr.
Communiqu6
Tuesday, March 5
Chemistry Graduate Seminar.
Todd T. Williams: "Sangers
Reagent Revisited. Negative Ion
Mass Spectrometry in Amino Acid
Analysis." -316 Aubert. II a.m.
Women in the Curriculum Lun-
cheon. Stephanie Wood, history:
"Army Wives and Native-
American Women: Interaction on
the Frontier," Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union, 12:15 p.m.
Open Meeting. Fred Beafait,
candidate for the postition of
Dean of the College of Engineer-
ing 'and Science_ North Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union, 2 p.m.
Maine Peace Action Committee
Meeting. Virtue Room. The
Maples, 4 p.m.
President's Open Office Hour.
Alumni Hall. 4 p.m.
Beginning Jazz Dance. Lengyel
Gym, register with CID, 4092, 6
p.m.
Beginning Gardening for the
Homeowner: Pruning Trees and
Shrubs. 106 Jenness Hall, register
with CID, 4092, 7 p.m.
Foreign Film Festival. "Vol.
(Turkey, 1982), 101 Neville Hall,
7:30 p.m.
Concert. Symphonic Wind
Ensemble, Fred Heath, conductor,
Hauck Auditorium, admission, 8
Pm.
COUPON
COR0
)sk7i,
20 Main Street
Orono
866-7874
This coupon worth $1.00 OFF
the price of any new LP or
cassette in the store.
Also check out our newly
expanded LP selection.
1000's to choose from!
Now buying and
selling used audio
equipment
,CLIP, AND SAVE.
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Sports
Basketball team to play Huskies Tuesday
Jon Rummler
wit %%rite'
Fhe UMO men's basketball teamn
rasels to Northeastern University to play
he Huskies Tuesday at` 7:30 p.m. in a
quarterfinal-round game in the ECAC
North-Atlantic playoffs.
The game features the run-and-gun
Huskies, who hese won nine-straight
- 
games while compiling a 19-8 overall
record and 13-3 NAC mark. against a
patient Blails.4lear contingent, who have
won four s('raight and ,five of their last
six 10 earn 11-16 and 5-11 records.
waStranked second in the NAC
behind Canisius College.despite identical
records on the vote by the NAC govern-
ing hoard. LIMO is the No. 7 squad. The
winner of the 61U-UMO contest will play
I hursday against the winner of Siena
College (No. 3) and the University of
Verinont (No. 6).
1 he Black Bears lost tO the Huskies
rr hack-to-back games during Christmas
Break. NU won the Orono game 89-71
.rd the Boston contest 94-70. Still, that
• ..;:`ie Beats of Christmas past, and
\It* head coach Skip( happelle is
diseortni the lopsided outcomes
ns•
"We reviewed the reports and tapes of
the games to see what was what,"
Chappelle said Monday. "The difference
now is the play of Chip Bunker. I think
our troops have rallied around him. I
think we are a better team."
The vast improvement in the team's
record is more than enough evidence to
back up Chappelle's comments. And,
Bunker is starting to become as valuable
an offensive tool as a defensive. This was
evident in UMO's 68-67 victory over
Canisius when Bunker had nine re-
bounds and eight points while also bat-
tling the 7-foot Mike Smrek.
Still, the Bears will have to play some
of their best basketball to date to upset
the Huskies. And Chappelle had a few
thoughts on breaking the NU pressure
and superior quickness.
"We can't let them spread us around
the floor," Chappelle said. "They'll
want to spread us out to open up the
passing lanes, then make individual
moves to get position.
"That was the Canisius game plan.
Canisius is very similar to NU in its play.
They are a sery quick team."
The NU franchise is 6-foot-7 forward
Reggie Lewis. Lewis was just voted the
NA(' Player of the Year on the virtue of
Setting it soNight
In Monday's, March 4 'Maine
Campus on page 7 of the sports
section the column titled "UMO
women receive 'scam job" was
written by: Rick Lasses. Lawes'
byline was inadvertently left out of
the story.
The column also should have
been titled "In the hallway."
UMO German Players
prese'o in german
DES KONIGS NEUE KLEIDER (The Kings NewClothes)
and
VOM FISCHER UND SEINER FRAU (The Fisherman and his
Wife)
.n the Damn Yankee Memorial Union
ai 8 00 prn on Wednesday. March 6th
Admission is FREE
Gerrran Club wri have refreshments for
r
The Maine Campus...
is now accepting applications for
editor of Verbatim, the weekly
magazine devoted to alternative news
and feature articles.
Applicants should have experience in
paste-up and lay out, and the ability
to work on deadline.
Applications must be received by
March 6, 1985
his league-leading 23.8 ppg average.
UMO forward Rich Henry figured Lewis
will be the key to Tuesday's game.
"I think our play against Lewis will be
important." Henry said. "If we play
him like some of the NBA teams play the
better scorers — let him get his points
but shut down the others — we might
be able to beat them.
"Last year they- Were unbeatable. But
if Ness Hampshire could beat them this
year (UNH beat NU at Boston 57-55 on
Jan. 24), there must lie something we.-..
could do."
In addition to Lewis, who also leads
the team in rebounding with 8 rpg, the
Huskies rely upon 6-foot-6 forward
Quinton Dale, 13.4 ppg and 7.7 rpg,
6-foot-4 guard Enndy Basquiat, 11.9
ppg, and 6-foot-6 freshman forward
Kevin McDuf fie, who's come alive in the
late stages of the season.
iijogilir
Emir ilit
NU coach Jim Calhoun said his team
should prabably be considered the hotest
team going into the playoffs but that he's
not going to take Maine lightly.
"I remember in 1980, we beat Maine
twice in the regular season and they beat
us in the playoffs," Calhoun said.
"Last year we beat them twice and they
played us tough in the playoffs only los-
ing by about six points. We're looking for
a battle."
On the topic of strategy Calhoun said,
"We look to run and score a lot of
-points. We'll also put a lot of pressure
on them defensively. We've had 18 steals
in the last two games and we'd like to
continue with that intensity."
The other two quarterfinal matchups
to be played Tuesday night will be
Canisius playing host to the winner of
the preliminary game between UNH and
Colgate. Boston University (No.5) travels
to Niagara University (No. 4).
UMO wrestler Ralph McArthur celebrates his victors in sunday's
150-pound class of the New England Championships at the Memorial Gy ni-
nasium. (Morris photo)
WOK FOR THE CHICKADEE AND
CHECKOFF FOR WILDLIFE ON YOUR
TAX RETURN
IT'S YOUR CONTRIBUTION THAT
MAKES IT WORK!
437,74.1r171T'
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COLLEGE 
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REVIEW
Every year a handful of players
come along w ho are instant jell°, the
Super Glue newcomers of impact
who can t ike a program from the
Bowery to Park Avenue overnight.
Last year, the ones they whispered
about in the halls and the homerooms
were Pearl Washington at Syracuse,
Kenny Smith at North Carolina, and
Steve Alford at Indiana.
This year, there have been a ton of
outstanding players who have made
an immediate impact on their pro
grams, some as freshmen and some
who are junior college transfers.
They're a bumper crop, many of
whom will most certainly go in a
future pro harvest someday.
The first clear-cut top shelf player
is Dave Rivers, the 6-foot freshmen
guard at Notre Dame. The Jersey Ci-
ty native has brought quickness and
life to a Fighting Irish program that
was in the doldrums for the last three
years. Now, it looks like an NCAA
bid delivered to Digger by this quick-
on-quick backcourt marvel.
St. John's, the number one team
in the country at the present time, got
a double dose of stardom when they
signed Walter Berry from San Jacin-
to Junior College in Texas, who can
board with anyone at 6-8 and has an
outside shot for All-American. Berry,
along with 6-7 freshman Shelton
Jones — "The Amityville Horror"
— can give coach Lou Carneseeca his
first trip to the final four this year in
Lexington..
Here's some more: At Syracuse,
54 Michael Brown out of Baltimore
is the ideal running mate for the
Pearl, making Syracuse a constant
threat Elk win the Big East. Duane
Ferrell, 'a 6-6 freshman with the
Yellowjackets of Georgia Tech, could
bring them their first Atlantic Coast
Conference championship. Ferrell is
a forward who can penetrate, score
and play Big D.
In the Big Ten. Gary Giant has put
Michigan back into the Cazzie
Russell days again, and the state of
Ohio is still upset because this Can-
ton native was lured away to ,Ann Ar-
bor. At Iowa, George Raveling has
found the promised land w ith two
outstanding freshmen — 6-9 Al
Ijorenzen and 6-3 guard Jeff Moe. It
looks like an Express Train has
developed in Hawkeye Land, after
the Dunkirk of '84.
At Maryland, Lefty Drcisell is
stomping with joy Over 6-7 freshman
Derrick • Lewis and junior college
transfer Nate McMillan. The most
talented newcomer of the whole list
could possibly be 6-9 Cedrick
Henderson of the Georgia Bulldogs,
the most sought-after high school
player in the country last year. And
LSU's Dale Brown got two good ones
in John Williams out of L.A. in
California, and Jose Vargas, 6-9 out
of. the Dominican Republic.
And, oh my God, I almost forgot
a guy that, if I had to personally take
a pick right now, it w ould he Danny
Manning, the 6-11 freshman at Kan-
sas. He's the pick of the litter 
EAR NA
4
RIDE ThE WAVE OF
THE FUME.
You're deep under the sea. —
There sue 4600 tons of nuclear-
powered submarine around
you. Your mission- to preserve
the peace.
Year job- to coordinate a
practice missile launch. Every-
thing about the sub is state-of-
the-art, including you.
The exercise-a success.You're
part of that success and now
you're riding high.
In the nuclear Navy, you learn
quickly. Over half of America's
nuclear reactors are in the
Navy. And that means you get
hands-on experience fast.
You get rewarded fast, too.
With a great starting salary of
te.2.000 that can build to as
much as $44,000 after five years.
And with training and skills
you'll use for a lifetime.
hit-n. ss hether voter.. in the
7=-7
Mediteirraneart, the Pacific or
the Adantic,wherever you
move arokIndlyLworld,
he moving tap in your career
and in the Nays'.  
Find out more about an
exciting futureatTy-oircatr
start toilLay.
See your Navy • ..Reeter or
CALL ACH:11,113741111rE -
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Two women athletes excel
M Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
Wendy Peddie took the lead from the
starting gun and neser relinquished it as
she held off a late charge from Boston
College's Sheila Malloy to win the
2(8)-yard individual medley (butterfly,
backstroke, breaststroke and freestyle) in
he New England Swimming and Diving
Championships Friday, Feb. 22.
Ann England waited until after the
-140-yard mark to take the lead and she
gradually pulled away to defend her New
England Indoor Track and Field Cham-
pionship title in the 1.000-yard run Sun-
Jas. 1-eh. 24.
Both are now, or again. New England f
('hampions. Both went into their respec-
five events with self-confidence and
determination.
Peddle qualified in sixth-place, the last
spot, for the finals, but had the second-
fastest time going into the meet. England
was the defending champion and was
seeded No.' f; Therompetition was aim-
ing for her. England was the favorite and
Peddie was the underdog, but they both
succeeded.
"I was really relaxed." Peddie said.
"The other swimmers seemed to be ner-
'i.ous about the race, uptight about who
was going to win. I didn't have that
pressure.
"I was in lane six. I had no pressure
on me in the finals because I could onlY.
do better."
• England said she felt the pressure, but
did not let it effect her performance. s
"I detached myself from it rather than
worry about it," England said.
Women's track coach Jim Ballinger
said England had a lot of pressure
because she was defending her title.
"She was real pleased to defend her ti-
tle," Ballinger said. "Defending her ti-
tle was tougher than winning it last year
because she was seeded No. 1 this year
and everyone was aiming for her."
Peddie and England won (heir races,
but by using different strategies. Peddle
in championships
Wendy Peddie
50-yards."
Peddle said she was happy just to be
in the finals.
"I didn't know how much I had in
me," Peddie said. "It's a pretty short
race for me, so 1 ss as going to go all out.
- • f.fl kept right up with them on the fly.
III kept up on the back and breaststroke
I thought 1 had a shot (to win)."
England used the opposite strategy of
waiting and kicking, but, nevertheless, it
worked as did Peddie's go-for-broke
attitude.
"She ran an excellent race," Ball-
inger said. "It's good to see a runner
who works so hard and is respected by
her peers to do so -well: • • -•
. went out fast, took the lead and hung
on to win. England hung back off of the
leader's shoulder and kicked to victory.
Women's swim coach Jeff Wren said
he was worried that Peddle may have
been tired for the final in the medley
because she swam in a lot of races,
Friday.
-I really thought she was going to be
pooped because she had a. rough first i
day," Wren said, "but she wenevois.M._
front and stayed there. She had to hold
off a good freestyler the la t
thriversity of Maine Investment Club
The highly sucessful U.M.O. Investment Club will be
holding our last meeting before March break.
110 Little Hall
Tuesday, March 6th
6:00 p.m.
• Mark Arata from Pelee Webber will be our Guest Lecturer
England said she did not want to take
the pace too earl> in the race.
"Vle went through the 440 (two laps)
in 71 (seconds)," she said. "It was too
slow. I took the lead on the third lap and
started kicking with two laps to go.
"On the last lap I knew I was going
to win because I wasn't going to let
anyone by me."
England said the feeling of being a
two-time. New England champion
"hasn't hit me yet" and Peddie was
asking herself afterward "Did I really do
it?" But they both did it. Both Peddle
and England defeated the best in New
England in their respective events to earn
the title of champion.
WMEB-FM 91.9
Mill Street Pub
L
Last Performances!
appearing Wednesday & Tharxdo,
To encourage driver safety. Barstan's is offering 25' non-alcoholic beverages
to any person who identifies him or herself as an operator of a vehicle.
•
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ARE YOUR
DRINKING
BUDDIES
THINKING
BUDDIES?
- Good times mean getting together
with good buddies and Budweiser
Th'ere's something about a couple of
beers with friends that makes for great
camaraderie
Beer is meant to be enjoyed by
adults socially It is also the beverage
of MODERATION. Good judgment
should be used whenever you drink
Make sure ''your drinking buddies
are thinking buddies- and exercise
good judgment Especially if they
drivel When they need a good friend
think for them, Don t let them get
behind the wheel — the outcome
could be disastrous
At Anheuser-Busch we are con-
cerned about you. our valued
customer We support research
education and treatment programs
aimed at combating alcoholism and
alcohol abuse
ONE OF THE AN.* USER BUSCH COWAN* 5
•
MAINE DISTRIBUTORS
Wholesale Beer and Wine Distributors
5 Coffey Street • Bangor
Lett(
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Staff Writer
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